HAPTIC SHIFTING DEVICES

Abstract: A haptic shift device for use in shift-by-wire systems in vehicles. The haptic shift device includes a shift lever manipulable by a user. At least one sensor detects a position of the shift lever, and a transmission gear of the vehicle is caused to be changed based on the position of the shift lever. At least one electrically-controlled actuator outputs a force on the shift lever. In some embodiments, the shift lever is moveable within a pattern and is blocked from areas outside the boundaries of the pattern. The actuator(s) can be active or passive, and/or a variable mechanical gate can be used to implement the pattern. Provided shifting modes can include automatic, manual, and/or sequential modes. Other shifting modes can also be provided.
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HAPTIC SHIFTING DEVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to haptic feedback devices, and more particularly to haptic feedback interface devices used in conjunction with mechanical devices allowing desired manipulation of the interface device.

Control of a vehicle through the use of electronically-controlled mechanisms rather than mechanically-controlled mechanisms has been implemented in several different forms. Typically called “steer-by-wire,” “drive-by-wire,” or “control-by-wire”, this form of control allows the user to direct electric motors and/or hydraulic or pneumatic control systems, to perform mechanical operations rather than the user directly performing the mechanical operations using a mechanism. For example, in a standard mechanical steering mechanism in an automobile, the user moves a steering wheel, which mechanically rotates rods, gears, and other mechanical parts to turn the front wheels based on the motion of the steering wheel. In a drive-by-wire system, the user rotates the steering wheel (or moves some other type of manipulandum), which controls one or more electric motors, hydraulic actuators, etc., to turn the front wheels based on steering wheel motion--there is no actual mechanical linkage between steering wheel motion and wheel motion (unlike power assisted steering). A processor (microprocessor, etc.) can be used to sense user motion and correlate it with motor control to achieve the corresponding steering. There are several advantages of control-by-wire over traditional mechanical control, including safety, since there is no mechanism to injure the user; less effort or force required by the user to manipulate the control device; more flexibility in type and motion of the control device used and in the control methods over the mechanism; less weight for the mechanism; less skill required by the user in performing control tasks since a control processor can translate simple user motions into the complex control of motors needed to perform the desired mechanical action; engineering advantages (e.g., it is easier to put a steering wheel in either side of a car when using steer-by-wire); and the use of control methods such as adaptive steering algorithms.
A related control-by-wire embodiment is “shift-by-wire,” in which an automobile or other vehicle having a driving transmission is shifted through its transmission gears using electronic control rather than direct mechanical control. Thus, instead of the user moving a shift lever to predetermined mechanical positions to mechanically change gears, the user can manipulate an electronic control and the electronic system can change the actual transmission gears. For example, the user can move a small lever forward to increase a gear ratio (e.g., from first gear to second gear), or move the lever backward to decrease the gear ratio (e.g., from fifth gear to fourth gear). A variety of different electronic controls can be used in the vehicle to allow the user to shift, such as levers, buttons, knobs, switches, etc.

One problem with existing shift-by-wire systems is that they are still limited to a particular implementation of the physical control manipulated by the user. That is, the user cannot change to a different shift pattern if he or she so desires. Furthermore, shift-by-wire controls do not offer the user some of the cues of mechanical systems in controlling shifting, which may cause the control to be unintuitive or less precise. Since shifting is performed almost entirely by feel, such mechanical cues can be important in shifting tasks.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

To alleviate some of the problems in existing shift-by-wire systems, the inventions disclosed herein provide haptic sensations for a shift-by-wire system. Haptic sensations allow a great range of programmed control schemes and patterns in a control and can provide more effective user control over gear selection and other operations.

More particularly, in one embodiment a haptic shift device for a vehicle includes a shift lever physically contacted and manipulatable by a user in at least one degree of freedom. At least one sensor detects a position of the shift lever, where position data representative of the position is derived from the sensor. A processor receives the position data and outputs data causing a transmission gear of the vehicle to be changed based on the position of the shift lever. And, at least one electrically-controlled actuator outputs a force on the shift lever.

In some embodiments, the shift lever is moveable within a pattern and is blocked from areas outside the boundaries of the pattern. The shift lever can be blocked from the outside areas by a barrier force output by the actuator. The actuator(s) can be an active
actuator operative to output active forces on the shift lever, or a passive actuator operative to provide resistance forces on the shift lever; or a combination of passive and active actuators can be used in various degrees of freedom of the shift lever. For example, the active actuator portion can output haptic effects on the shift lever and the passive portion can provide forces to block the shift lever from moving outside a predetermined pattern. A mechanical gate can be used to block the shift lever from at least some of the outside areas. The mechanical gate can be used to provide at least two different patterns, such as a manual transmission pattern and an automatic transmission pattern. A variable mechanical gate can also be used to allow mechanical barriers to be provided for the shift lever in all directions in the manual and automatic modes.

In another invention, a haptic shift device for a vehicle includes a shift lever physically contacted and manipulatable by a user in two degrees of freedom. At least one sensor detects a position of the shift lever, where position data derived from the sensor is used to cause a transmission gear of the vehicle to be changed based on the lever position. At least one electrically-controlled actuator outputs a force on the shift lever, and a mode selector allows the user to select a shifting mode, where at least two shifting modes have different shifting patterns for the shift lever. The shift lever can be blocked from areas outside the boundaries of the shifting pattern, e.g., by a barrier force output by the actuator. The shifting modes can include an automatic mode, a manual mode, and/or a sequential mode. Active and/or passive actuators and mechanical gates can be used in various embodiments and haptic effects of different types can be output on the shift lever.

In another invention, a haptic shift device for a vehicle includes a shift lever physically contacted and manipulatable by a user in two degrees of freedom, at least one
sensor to detect a position of the shift lever, where a transmission gear of the vehicle can be changed based on the position of the shift lever, at least one electrically-controlled actuator to output a force on the shift lever, and a mode selector allowing the user to select shifting modes of the haptic shift device, wherein shifting modes provide different physical characteristics for the shift lever. The different physical characteristics can include a different range of motion of the shift lever in at least two different modes. In some embodiments, the different physical characteristics can include different force sensations output in at least two different modes.

The present inventions provide a haptic shift device that allows haptic sensations to be output to the user of a shift-by-wire system in a vehicle. The haptic shift device provides forces that assist in implementing barriers to the shift lever, as well as allowing programming variability to the device. For example, several different shift patterns can be provided and can be selectable by the user. Furthermore, haptic sensations output on the shift lever assist the user in shifting tasks and can provide mechanical cues in a shift-by-wire system.

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon a reading of the following specification of the invention and a study of the several figures of the drawing.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of one embodiment of a gear shift device in a vehicle including a shift lever suitable for use with the present invention;

FIGURES 2, 3a, and 3b are perspective views of one embodiment of a mechanism for implementing the shift lever device of Fig. 1;

FIGURES 4a-4d are diagrammatic illustrations of shift patterns suitable for use with the shift lever device of Figs. 1-3b;

FIGURES 5a-5c are diagrammatic illustrations of a first embodiment of a mechanical gate of the present invention allowing multiple shift patterns;

FIGURES 6a and 6b are diagrammatic illustrations of a second embodiment of a mechanical gate of the present invention allowing multiple shift patterns; and

FIGURE 7 is a block diagram illustrating a haptic feedback system suitable for use in the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of an example of a haptic shift device 10 for a vehicle. Shift device 10 is implemented in Fig. 1 similar to a standard gearshift lever as found in automobiles with manual transmission. For example, the shift device 10 can be located between the front seats in an automobile to allow the driver easy access to the shift device while driving.

Haptic shift device 10 includes a shift lever 12 including a grip 14 which is grasped or otherwise physically contacted by the user and moved by the user in one or more directions to control the gear of the transmission of the vehicle. The position of the shift lever determines in which transmission gear the vehicle is present engaged. Since the device is integrated in a shift-by-wire system, the shift lever is not mechanically coupled to the transmission of the vehicle, but is instead connected to an electronic interface and system that can read the position of the lever and control the transmission in response to the position of the lever. Examples of mechanisms and interfaces that can be used are described below with reference to Figs. 2 and 3.

A mode selection control 15 can be included to allow the user to select a shifting mode of the haptic shift device 10. Control 15 is shown as a button in Fig. 1, but can be any suitable control, including a lever, switch, displayed button on display 16, etc. Control 15 can select, for example, between manual and automatic transmission modes, and/or between other shifting modes if implemented. Other options of the device can also be selected with control 15 or additional similar controls, such as manipulation features (damping force on the shift lever 12; magnitude, frequency, duration, or other characteristics of other haptic sensations output on the shift lever 12; etc.). In some embodiments, grip 14 can include one or more buttons or other controls 15 to allow the user to select modes, settings, or other features of the transmission or the vehicle. For example, a thumb button can be included which the user depresses to be allowed to select automatic or manual transmission gears with the shift lever 12. Control 15 can be positioned on a console, steering wheel, or other convenient location of a vehicle. Furthermore, one or more controls 15 can be included as software controls or switches such as buttons displayed on a display device 16. Voice control, such as commands spoken into
a microphone by a user that are processed by a microprocessor, can also be used for the equivalent of control 15.

Preferably, the haptic shift lever can be in one of multiple available control modes, where each mode can offer different control and/or movement options. Furthermore, the particular embodiment that is implemented provides particular manipulation options for the user. For example, in some embodiments or modes, the shift lever 12 can be moved by the user in only one direction or degree of freedom, e.g. forward and back as in an automatic transmission. Other embodiments can allow left-right and forward-back motion, as in manual transmissions having an H pattern or the like. In yet other embodiments, non-Cartesian or diagonal motion can be allowed, for different shifting patterns. Some shifting modes may not change the shift pattern itself, but can adjust other shifting characteristics, such as the workspace (amount of movement allowed) of the shift lever, or the magnitude of output forces. Examples of shifting patterns and modes are described in greater detail below with respect to Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

The manipulation of lever 12 is enhanced by haptic sensations that are output in the degrees of freedom of movement of the lever 12. Some haptic sensations are used to constrain the motion of the lever 12, while other haptic sensations can be used to provide particular sensations to the user in the motion of the lever 12. Such sensations are described in greater detail below.

Some embodiments of the haptic shift device 10 can include a display device 16, such as a flat screen. For example, an LCD, plasma, CRT, or other type of display screen can be used. The display can be located near the shift level 12 as shown, or elsewhere in the vehicle within the view of the driver, e.g. on the dashboard, instrument panel, heads-up display (HUD) on the windshield, etc. ‘The display can show status information concerning the shift device 10 (e.g., the current gear selected) and the transmission and other systems of the vehicle. For example, if multiple shift patterns or modes are selectable on the haptic shift device, the currently-active shift pattern can be displayed, as shown in Fig. 1, where the standard 5-speed manual transmission configuration is displayed. Other patterns can be similarly graphically displayed to assist the user in knowing to which positions the shift lever 12 can be moved. In some embodiments, display 16 can include a touch-sensitive surface to allow a user to “touch” displayed images or selections directly on the surface of the display 16 to select those images and an associated mode, setting or function.
In other embodiments, different implementations of the haptic shift device 10 can be employed. For example, the lever 12 can be located on the steering column of the vehicle. Alternatively, a different control can be provided on a dashboard, floor, a door, or other surface in the vehicle within easy reach of the driver and used to select gears, and can be provided with haptic sensations. The shift lever can be used in a variety of vehicles that may require shifting of transmission gears or similar functions, including automobiles, trucks, military vehicles, industrial vehicles, and other large vehicles, boats or ships, aircraft, space vehicles, underwater vehicles, etc. Some alternate embodiments can provide a haptic shifter of the present invention on a remote control device that remotely controls a vehicle or toy. In yet other alternate embodiments, the haptic shifter of the present invention can be used in computer simulations of vehicle control, such as using a display screen to depict the illusion of moving through surroundings in a vehicle. Herein, the term “vehicle” is intended to refer to a physical vehicle, not a simulated vehicle (as in a computer simulation or video game).

FIGURES 2 and 3 axe perspective views of one embodiment of a mechanism 30 that can be used for the haptic shift device 10 to output forces on the shift lever 12. In this embodiment, a linkage and amplification mechanism transfers forces from motors to the haptic shifter to provide high magnitude forces to the user.

Mechanism 30 can be positioned below a plate 32 (shown in Fig. 2) which includes an opening 34 through which the shift lever 12 extends. (The grip 14 on the shift lever 12 is not shown in Figs. 2 and 3). The mechanism 30 can be mounted to the plate 32 or to another grounded surface. The sides to the opening 34 can act as hard stops to the motion of the shift lever 12, where the opening 34 is sized to allow the preferred workspace size for the shift lever. This embodiment allows the shift lever 12 to be moved anywhere in a two-degree-of-freedom workspace. Other embodiments, described below, can include a mechanical gate on the opening 34 to restrict the mechanical motion of the shift lever to a desired pattern.

Mechanism 30 includes a linkage 36 of members that are rotatably coupled to each other. In the described embodiment, mechanism 30 is a gimbal mechanism which provides two rotary degrees of freedom to the shift lever 12. The mechanism 30 couples the shift lever 12 to a grounded or reference surface, such as plate 32 or other ground.
Gimbal mechanism 30 is preferably a five-member, closed-loop parallel linkage that includes a ground member 44, extension members 46a and 46b, and central members 48a and 48b. Ground member 44 is provided as a base member that is rigidly coupled to the plate 32 or other grounded surface and which provides stability for mechanism 30. Ground member 44 can be shaped as a 90-degree “L” piece to allow the extension members to be easily coupled to it, as shown.

The members of gimbal mechanism 30 are rotatably coupled to one another through the use of bearings or pivots, wherein extension member 46a is rotatably coupled to ground member 44 and can rotate about an axis A, central member 48a is rotatably coupled to extension member 46a and can rotate about a floating axis D, extension member 46b is rotatably coupled to ground member 44 and can rotate about axis B, central member 48b is rotatably coupled to extension member 46b and can rotate about floating axis E, and central member 48a is rotatably coupled to central member 48b at a center point P at the intersection of axes D and E., A bearing (not shown) rotatably couples the two central members 48a and 48b together at the intersection point P. Central member 48a is rotatably coupled to one end of extension member 46a and extends at a substantially parallel relation with axis B. Similarly, central member 48b is rotatably coupled to an end of extension member 46b and extends at a substantially parallel relation to axis A. The axes D and E are “floating” in the sense that they are not fixed in one position as are axes A and B. Axes A and B are substantially mutually perpendicular.

Gimbal mechanism 30 is formed as a five-member (“five-bar”) closed chain. Each end of one member is coupled to the end of another member. The five-bar linkage is arranged such that extension member 46a, central member 48a, and central member 48b can be rotated about axis A in a first degree of freedom. The linkage is also arranged such that extension member 46b, central member 48b, and central member 48a can be rotated about axis B in a second degree of freedom. This structure is also disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,731,804 and 6,104,382, which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties.

Shift lever or handle 12 is coupled to one of the central members 48a or 48b (member 48b as shown) of gimbal mechanism 30 such that it extends out of the plane defined by axes D and E. Gimbal mechanism 30 provides two degrees of freedom to handle 12 positioned at or near to the center point P of rotation. The handle 16 can be rotated about
axes A and B or have a combination of rotational movement about these axes. As handle 12 is moved about axis A, floating axis D varies its position, and as joystick handle 16 is moved about axis B, floating axis E varies its position.

In alternate embodiments, additional degrees of freedom can be provided. For example, the handle 12 can be rotated about axis C extending perpendicularly from the plane formed by floating axes D and E. This rotational degree of freedom can be provided with a sensor and/or an actuator to sense motion and apply forces in that degree of freedom. Additionally, a different degree of freedom can be added such that handle 12 can be linearly translated along floating axis C. This degree of freedom can also be sensed and actuated, if desired.

Gimbal mechanism 30 also may include an amplification drive mechanism, such as belt drives, capstan drives, gear drives, etc. In the embodiment of Figs. 2 and 3a-3b, belt drives 52a and 52b are provided. The belt drives 52 each include a drum 54 around which a belt 56 is routed. Each drum is connected to an associated extension member 46 so that the drum rotates about axis A (and the other drum rotates about axis B). Each belt 56 is also routed around a spindle 58 which is coupled to the rotating shaft of an actuator 60a or 60b. Each actuator 60 is preferably grounded to the plate 32, ground member 44, or other grounded surface and outputs a rotary force on the shaft to rotate the spindle 58, where the belt 56 transmits the force to the drum 54 to output a force on the handle 12. The ratio of spindle 58 to drum 54 allows the amplification of forces output by the actuator. In the embodiment shown, for example, actuators 60 are DC motors. The actuators can be of other types in other embodiments, such as voice coils, linear actuators, moving magnet actuators, passive actuators (e.g. brakes), pneumatic actuators, etc. Passive actuators such as brakes output a resistance force on motion of the shift lever imparted by the user, rather than outputting an active force on the lever independently of the user as with active actuators.

Also preferably coupled to gimbal mechanism 30 are sensors 62a and 62b, which, in the described embodiment, are coupled to the rotating shafts and housings of actuators 60a and 60b, respectively. Sensors 62 are preferably relative optical encoders which provide signals to measure the angular rotation of the actuator shaft, which is also indicative of the position of the handle in the degree of freedom associated with that actuator. The electrical outputs of the encoders can be routed to a processor (e.g. a local processor or host processor) as detailed below with respect to Fig. 7. The sensors can be located in other
positions on the gimbal mechanism in other embodiments, such as at the coupling of extension member and ground member, etc. Other types of sensors can also be used, such as potentiometers, Hall effect sensors, resolvers, or other analog or digital sensors. It should be noted that the present invention can utilize either absolute or relative sensors.

**Haptic Shift Patterns and Modes**

Using the haptic shifting device described above, a variety of haptic shift patterns can be implemented to allow the user to select transmission gears (or make selections in other types of computer interface applications). The shift patterns typically have areas or zones where the shift lever 12 is allowed to move, typically where selections (such as gear selections) are positioned; and “blocked” areas or zones outside the boundaries of the permissible areas to which the lever 12 is not desired to be positioned, and therefore not allowed to be moved to. The advantage of providing shift patterns using a haptic device as opposed to solely using mechanical selection is that multiple different shift patterns can be implemented with a single device, and in several embodiments the patterns can be changed using actuators and without moving any mechanical parts.

FIGURES 4a, 4b, and 4c illustrate three different shift patterns for gear selection in a vehicle that can be implemented with a haptic shifter device of the present invention. These are just examples of the many possible different patterns that are possible.

Fig. 4a illustrates a standard manual transmission shift pattern 100 (“H” pattern) for a 5-speed transmission having five forward gears, one reverse gear, and a neutral or idle gear. In one standard configuration, the first, third, and fifth gears are in the forward direction, and the second, fourth, and reverse gears are in the backward direction, with neutral being in the center position. The outline represents the areas in which the shift lever 12 may be moved, and the areas labelled A, B, C, and D represent the blocked areas that the shift lever 12 is not allowed to move into, where the lever runs into a barrier (mechanical or haptic) to prevent entry into those areas.

Fig. 4b illustrates a typical basic automatic transmission shifting pattern 102 for a vehicle. In a standard automatic transmission, the shifting is performed in a single linear dimension, with the standard gears “park” (P), “reverse” (R), “neutral” (N), “drive” (D), and “low gear” (L) selecteable by the shift lever in a sequential order. The shift lever is unable to move into blocked areas outside the linear pattern.
With a haptic shifter device of the present invention, both the manual and the automatic transmission patterns can be implemented in a single device as different shifting modes. The user can select which pattern mode is currently active, and thus which transmission scheme is implemented. For example, the user can select a separate control such as a button, switch, or lever to change the shift pattern. Once the pattern is selected, the user can then move the shift lever 12 within the areas allowed within the new pattern. One way to represent the automatic transmission pattern within the shift pattern of the manual transmission as shown in Fig. 4a is to provide the linear automatic transmission within one of the vertical channels of the manual transmission pattern. For example, as shown in Fig. 4b, the automatic transmission pattern can be provided within the center vertical channel of the manual transmission pattern (where the 3-N-4 gears are located in Fig. 4a). In other embodiments, the automatic transmission pattern can be located in one of the other vertical channels, or separate from the manual pattern, e.g. to the side of the manual pattern.

Fig. 4c is an example of another shift pattern 104 selectable by the user for the haptic shift device 10, this one being a "sequential" transmission. Similar to the automatic transmission, only a single linear channel is provided. The shift lever 12 can be moved by the user up to the "+" symbol area to shift the transmission up one gear, and the lever can be moved back to the "-" symbol area to shift the transmission down one gear. In some embodiments, the user must move the lever to the center position and then to the desired selection before an additional sequential selection can be made. The center area between plus and minus symbols can be a neutral gear or selection. Some embodiments can provide a spring return force on the shift lever to automatically return the lever to the center position. Such a spring return force can be implemented with mechanical springs, and/or as a spring force output by an actuator 60.

Other types of patterns are possible in other embodiments. For example, the manual transmission pattern can arrange the gears radiating from a center point, or in horizontal or diagonal channels. Additional shift patterns can be included in the list of possible shift patterns selectable by the user.

For example, FIGURE 4d illustrates another possible shift pattern 106 for use with the haptic shifter of the present invention, in which diagonal channels are provided. In this shift pattern example, the automatic gears 107 are arranged in a linear pattern similar to
other automatic modes. From the low gear “L” 108, two other low gear selections 110 are selectable by the user. In this example, the shift lever 12 can be moved from the L gear 108 through either diagonal channel 109 to select the low gears 110. Other embodiments of shift patterns can include diagonal channels in a variety of configurations as well. The diagonal channels can be implemented using passive and/or active forces and/or mechanical gates, similarly to those embodiments described below.

Other modes besides shift pattern modes can be implemented in a haptic shifter device of the present invention. For example, one mode may provide a large workspace for the shift lever for those users that prefer moving the lever 12 larger distances. A different mode, selected by the user, can provide a smaller workspace for the shift lever for those users that prefer a shorter “throw” to the lever. The smaller workspace can be implemented using actuators to cause barrier forces before the mechanical barriers are reached by the lever.

Other modes can also be implemented. For example, one mode may cause a particular set of force sensations to be output, while a different mode can cause a different set of force sensations to be output. In one example, one mode can provide force sensations only for lever motion into barriers such as the pattern limits, while another mode can provide barrier sensations as well as other types of force sensations such as detents, hills, etc. for lever motion not into barriers. The user may be able to set up particular force sensation profiles that are customized for his or her preferences. In addition, a magnitude control can be provided to globally adjust the gain of all force sensations output on the shift lever.

Haptic Shifter Implementations

Several different implementations are possible for the haptic shift device 10, some implementations using all haptic functionality and other implementations using a mix of haptic and mechanical components.

Fully Active Implementation

This implementation provides a full haptic implementation, in which forces and barriers output on the shift lever 12 are produced by the actuators 60. One example of this implementation is shown above in Figs. 2, 3a, and 3b, where the shift lever has the full
2-degree-of-freedom workspace and the barriers within the shift pattern are caused by actuator output forces. The mechanism, actuator force transmission, and actuators preferably are scaled such that the resistive force can create “hard” barriers and boundaries that feel like mechanical barriers to lever motion. The actuators can output forces to act as a very high stiffness spring when the lever 12 is in an area where horizontal or vertical movement is not permitted. High-fidelity “hill” or detent sensations can be output when the lever 12 is moved into and out of gear or between selections, e.g. at the lines dividing selections as shown in Figs 4a-c. A hill sensation is a force that ramps up in magnitude with distance until the force “peak” or “summit” is reached (e.g., at the midpoint between selections), at which point the force switches direction and pushes the lever into the next selection, initially with high magnitude and sloping down as the lever moves further into the next selection. This is described in greater detail in copending application no. 09/783,936, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. Other force sensations can also be provided between selections or at barriers, such as detents, springs, jolts, damping, vibrations, textures, etc., as described below.

In modes providing the automatic, sequential, or other similar linear shift patterns, the X-axis (left-right) actuator can always be outputting a high-stiffness spring force, e.g. in a “locked” spring mode, to provide barriers to horizontal motion. This force attempts to prevent any motion of the shift lever 12 to the left or right of the center channel. The Y-axis (forward-back) actuator can output force effects, such as hill effects, when the shift lever is moved between any of the selections.

One advantage of the fully active implementation is that an infinite variety of shift patterns can be provided and selected by the user, and the shift patterns can include diagonal as well as X- and Y-axis movements of the shift lever. Disadvantages include the high barrier forces required to prevent the user from moving the lever into blocked zones, which require larger and higher cost actuators, transmissions, and other components.

**Fully Active Implementation with Gate**

This implementation is similar to the fully active implementation described above, but adds a mechanical gate to the workspace of the shift lever 12. For example, the gate can be positioned over the opening 34 in the plate 32. The gate can simply provide an opening that is in the exact shape of one of the implemented patterns, and which allows additional
patterns within the gate. For example, a manual transmission pattern gate, in the shape as shown by Fig. 4a, can be used, which also allows the automatic and sequential shift patterns of Figs. 4b and 4c to be used.

The mechanical gate prevents the lever 12 from moving into the blocked areas (such as A, B, C, and D) by providing mechanical hard stops at the boundaries to those areas. This can be much more effective than the purely haptic implementation described above, since the mechanical hard stops cannot be overcome by a user and require no actuator output, allowing smaller actuators to be used for other haptic sensations. The actuators 60 can be used to output force sensations on the lever 12 when the lever moves between or into gear selections or out of the neutral positions, e.g. hill sensations, detents, etc. Actuators 60 can output barrier forces when necessary, e.g., the actuators 60 can output X-axis barrier forces in automatic, sequential, and other single vertical channel modes to prevent the lever 12 from moving out of the used Y-axis channel and into other manual transmission Y-channels. Thus, the gate adds a number of advantages to the fully active shifting device. One reason not to include the gate is to allow other, nontraditional shift patterns to be programmed in the haptic shifter, e.g. patterns having diagonal paths to select gears.

In some embodiments, a gate may not be desired to allow free motion of a lever within the entire range, or a particular range, of the lever. For example, some embodiments may use a lever for steering a vehicle in a steer-by-wire implementation. A steer-by-wire embodiment (e.g. using a lever or steering wheel) can use the haptic sensations and other features of the inventions discussed herein.

Some embodiments of this implementation can include both a mechanical wall using the mechanical gate as well as a haptic wall superimposed on or located just inside the mechanical wall. For example, the dashed line 106 of Fig. 4a can represent a haptic wall that exists just inside the mechanical gate, represented by the solid line 108. The distance of the haptic wall from the mechanical wall can be programmed by the designer, and preferably allows enough distance to implement a strong haptic repulsive spring. The haptic wall can be implemented as a stiff spring output by the actuators 60, as explained above, to prevent movement into the areas behind the boundaries of the permitted areas. The haptic wall can provide a small spring force to the lever that softens the impact of hitting the hard mechanical stop of the gate. In addition, use of the haptic wall can be less abusive to the mechanism, extending the life and reliability of the mechanism.
FIGURES 5a, 5b, and 5c illustrate an embodiment of the fully active implementation with a gate, where a variable mechanical gate is used to allow manual and automatic shifting patterns having completely enclosed mechanical barriers. In Fig. 5a, variable gate 110 is shown in a manual pattern position, where first portion 112 of the gate 110 is positioned adjacent to second portion 114 of the gate 110 to provide a middle X-axis (horizontal) channel 116. Shift lever 12 can move within the channel 116 to access the gear shift positions of the pattern as in a standard manual gearshift.

In Fig. 5b, the variable gate 110 has been slid or moved to provide an automatic transmission shift pattern having only a single vertical channel. First portion 112, second portion 114, or both first portion 112 and second portion 114, have been moved towards the shift lever 12 as indicated by arrows 118 to close the center X-axis channel 116, allowing the shift lever 12 to be moved only within the vertical channel 120. The automatic mode selections are implemented within the channel 120, e.g. with hill or other types of sensations provided between selections, etc.

Fig. 5e shows the portions 112 and 114 of the gate 110 in relation to each other. When in automatic transmission mode, one portion 112 can overlap the other portion 114 to close the horizontal channel 116. Portions 112 and/or portion 114 can be moved by motors, solenoids or other types of actuators (not shown) or, in some embodiments, can be manually moved by a user.

One advantage of the variable gate embodiment of Figs. 5a-c is that no barrier forces need be output by the actuators in automatic mode to prevent horizontal movement of the shift lever, since the gate has moved to provide mechanical barriers that are more stiff than haptic barriers. This allows the actuators used in the device 10 to be smaller and output less force, since the haptic feedback from the actuators is used only to simulate springs, hills, detents, and similar sensations to enhance the selection process of the lever rather than to provide high force magnitude barriers to lever motion. In some embodiments, the X-actuator can be eliminated, while other more likely embodiments can use an X-actuator for providing a horizontal centering spring in appropriate shift patterns.

FIGURES 6a and 6b illustrate another embodiment 130 of a variable gate used with the fully active embodiment similar to the embodiment described with reference to Figs. 5a-c. Gate 130 similarly provides mechanical stops to all motion of the shift lever 12 in both automatic and manual modes. In gate 130, a single gate portion 132 is provided in the
manual shift pattern. Two gate fingers 134 are provided adjacent to the center projections 136 of the gate portion 132 and can be moved or slid as shown by arrow 138. When the fingers 134 are slid forward toward the gear positions 1, 3, and 5, they close off the center horizontal channel 140 to prevent the shift lever 12 from moving out of the vertical channel 141 when the device is in automatic mode. When the fingers 134 are retracted, in a direction toward the gear positions 2, 4, and R, the center horizontal channel 140 is open to allow the shift lever 12 to move into the other vertical channels in the manual transmission mode. The fingers can be moved independently to create additional shift patterns, if desired. As in the embodiment of Figs. 5a-c, the gate 130 allows more rigid mechanical stops to be used in both modes, without requiring the actuators to output barrier forces to block lever movement. This allows lower cost and smaller actuators and/or simpler transmissions to be used in the device. Gate fingers 134 can be moved with dedicated actuators such as motors (not shown), or can be manually moved by the user when selecting the transmission mode.

Other implementations of variable mechanical gates can also be used. For example, linear-moving gate(s) can be used to block the diagonal channels for the manual gears 108 in the shift pattern of Fig. 4 in an automatic or sequential mode, and can be used to block the automatic gears in a manual mode. In another embodiment, a gate that moves in a rotational fashion can be implemented. For example, a number of plates can be arranged radially around a central shift lever, where one or more of the plates can be shifted or slid rotationally around the lever axis to open up one or more channels between the plates. This can allow horizontal, vertical, or diagonal channels for the shift lever to be moved through to select gears in particular shift pattern modes.

Active Y-Axis and Passive X-Axis Implementation

In this implementation of the haptic shifter device 10, the active actuator outputting forces in the X-axis, such as a DC motor, is replaced with a passive actuator, such as a brake, and a mechanical spring. Since the X-axis motion of the shift lever 12 is either fully locked out (in automatic or sequential modes) or is limited to linear motion with a centering spring in the center horizontal channel (neutral zone in a manual transmission), a fully active actuator may not be required in some embodiments. The brake or other passive actuator can be locked whenever the stick is not at the neutral position, in manual
transmission mode (at or near symbol “N” in Fig. 4a), i.e. X-axis locked in any gear position. The brake can be unlocked when the shift, lever is moved back into the horizontal channel of the manual pattern (it would stay locked in automatic or sequential mode). The Y-axis actuator can be fully active in this embodiment, such as a DC motor, and can be used to generate force sensations on the lever 12 when it is moved, e.g. to generate hills, damping and springs that define the way the shifting feels to the user. The active Y-axis actuator can also be used to prevent the user from shifting the lever into areas intended to be blocked (such as zones A, B, C, and D as shown in Fig. 4a) when the lever 12 is moved within the horizontal channel between vertical channels of the manual transmission pattern.

One advantage of the use of passive actuators such as brakes is that they have a significantly higher holding force than an active actuator of comparable size, and thus can provide a very strong opposing or barrier force to the user without requiring great amounts of power. This allows the blocked areas of the shifting pattern to be more easily implemented with lower cost and smaller sized components. A disadvantage of brakes is that when they are active and resisting user force, they restrict motion in both directions of that degree of freedom, causing sensing of motion away from a barrier to be more complex. One way to sense motion with passive actuators is described in U. S. Patent No. 5,767,839, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

**Active Y-Axis and Passive X-Axis Implementation with Gate**

This implementation is similar to the implementation described above in which an active actuator is used to output force sensations for Y-axis motion of the shift lever and a passive actuator such as a brake is used for the X-axis motion. This implementation adds a mechanical gate, which can be similar to any of the gate embodiments described above. The gate eliminates the need for the Y-axis actuator to output a barrier force on the shift lever when the lever is in the center channel and moves into a blocked area. Thus, the Y-axis actuator can be made smaller since it only outputs force sensations to enhance the motion and selection of the shift lever, such as hills, detents, damping, and springs.

**Active/Passive Y-Axis and Passive X-Axis Implementation**

This implementation can use a combination active actuator and passive actuator for the Y-axis actuator. The active actuator portion, such as a motor, can be used for the active haptic effects such as hills, detents, and springs. The passive actuator portion, such as a
brake, can be used to provide barrier forces to prevent motion out of the neutral zone between gear positions. The X-axis actuator is a passive actuator and preferably has spring centering so that the shift lever always is biased to return to the neutral position (which is at the center of the pattern in Fig. 4a). In the standard manual transmission pattern of Fig. 4a, since there is no mechanical gate in this implementation, the X-axis passive actuator locks whenever the lever is moved in a Y-direction outside of the neutral position to keep the lever within a vertical channel. Similarly, the Y-axis passive actuator locks whenever the shift lever moves in a X-direction outside of one of the three shift columns (in manual mode) to prevent Y-axis motion into a blocked area. Preferably, extremely fast response of the actuators is provided when the shift lever is moved into or out of the center horizontal channel.

Some embodiments can use the passive actuators to output passive haptic effects on the lever as well, such as damping, brake jolts, passive detents, etc. In some embodiments, a mechanical gate can be added to ease the stiffness and latency requirements of this embodiment.

Combinations of active actuators and passive actuators can be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, if a mechanism has two degrees of freedom, an active actuator can be coupled to the linkages of one degree of freedom to provide active forces in that degree of freedom, while a passive actuator can be coupled to the linkages of the other degree of freedom to provide passive forces in that degree of freedom. If both active and passive forces are desired for a particular degree of freedom, then both active and passive actuators can be coupled to the appropriate linkages or components. For example, an active actuator can be rigidly coupled to one side of a moving linkage, while a passive actuator can be coupled to the other side of the linkage, where the passive actuator can be coupled by a member having a small amount of flex to allow proper alignment and a small amount of play to allow sensing of motion when the brakes are locked. Either or both of the actuators can then be energized to provide forces in that degree of freedom.

**Active/Passive Y-axis and Active/Passive X-Axis Implementation**

A combination of active actuator and passive actuator is used to output forces in both X-axis and Y-axis in this embodiment. The active actuator portions, such as motors, can be used for active haptic sensations, such as hills and springs, and the passive actuator
portions, such as brakes, can be used to prevent motion of the shift lever outside of the desired pattern. The X-axis actuator can use the brake for preventing X-axis motion when the device is in automatic or sequential mode (or other similar mode), and the active motor can provide spring centering.

If this implementation is used without a mechanical gate, the X-axis brake can lock whenever the shift lever moved in a Y-direction within one of the vertical channels of the shift pattern (and not in the center horizontal channel), thus preventing X-axis motion in that channel. The Y-axis brake can lock whenever the shift lever moves in an X-direction outside of one of the vertical shift channels (in manual mode). Similar to the above-described embodiments, a mechanical gate can be also be used to provide increased stiffness and stronger barrier forces.

**Fully Passive Implementation**

This implementation rises only passive actuators, such as brakes, for X-axis and Y-axis motion of the shift lever. The brakes are alternately applied to the shift lever to prevent the shift lever from moving outside the selected shift pattern. Mechanical springs can be used to provide a spring centering force on the shift lever, causing it to be biased towards the center neutral position N. When in automatic, sequential, or similar one-channel mode, the X-axis brake prevents the user from moving the shift lever outside the center channel. When in manual mode, the Y-axis brake prevents the user from moving the shift lever from the center horizontal channel into the areas desired to be blocked (e.g. areas A, B, C, or D). When the shift lever is moved to a gear position in manual mode, the brakes can lock the lever in place to prevent the spring bias from moving the stick. The brakes can also produce haptic sensations, such as detents, damping, etc. to simulate the lever falling into gear positions and to inform the user of the current selection. In automatic mode and other modes as desired, a light resistance can be applied to the shift lever by the brakes to negate the spring force provided by the mechanical springs. Alternatively, in automatic mode the brakes can lock in each gear, and a button or other control on the shift lever can be depressed by the user to release the brakes and allow the shift lever to be moved to another gear position. In some embodiments, the brakes can be released based purely on position information of the shift lever, e.g. when the lever is moved away from one gear
toward another gear (the motion can be sensed when the brakes are locked using, for example, a small amount of play in the lever as described in U.S. Patent No. 5,767,839).

It should be noted that the functions of the haptic shifter devices described above can also be used for simulated vehicles. For example, a joystick device for inputting directional signals or data to an electronic device, computer, or video game device can include the modes and haptic feedback described herein. For example, a joystick having these shift patterns can be used to simulate a stickshift or shift lever to change simulated gears in a simulated vehicle in computer simulation, where a view of a driver is simulated by displaying images on a display device of the computer system. Other interface devices, such as a rotatable knob having lateral directional motion, a mouse or trackball, or other moveable manipulandum can be used with the movement patterns and modes described herein.

FIGURE 7 is a block diagram illustrating an electromechanical system 200 suitable for use with the haptic shifter device of the present invention. A haptic feedback system including many similar components is described in detail in U.S. Patent No. 5,734,373, which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

In one embodiment, the controlled device includes an electronic portion having a local processor 202, local clock 204, local memory 206, sensor interface 208, and actuator interface 210.

Local processor 202 is considered "local" to the haptic shifter device 10, where "local" herein refers to processor 202 being a separate processor from any other processors, and refers to processor 202 being dedicated to haptic feedback and/or sensor I/O for the lever 12. The processor 202 can read sensor signals from the sensors or sensor interface and determine the gear of the vehicle that has been selected by the shift lever 12, and can then provide appropriate data to a control system or other processor to mechanically cause the gear of the vehicle to be shifted. For example, the control system can control other actuators to move the appropriate mechanical parts to shift transmission gears, as is well known to those skilled in the art of shift-by-wire. Alternatively, processor 202 can simply pass position data to a control system which determines from the data the proper vehicle gear and controls the shift to that gear. In yet other embodiments, processor 202 can control the shifting process in the vehicle as well.
In some embodiments, processor 202 can also calculate appropriate forces from the sensor signals, time signals, and force processes selected in accordance with a host command, and output appropriate control signals to the actuators to output haptic sensations on the shift lever. In other embodiments, other processors can determine and control forces. Processor 202 can be a microprocessor (one microprocessor chip, multiple processors, co-processor, digital signal processor (DSP), etc.). Or, the processor 202 can be fixed digital logic, an ASIC, state machines, or other type of processor.

A local clock 204 can be coupled to the processor 202 to provide timing data, and local memory 206, such as RAM and/or ROM, is preferably coupled to processor 202 to store instructions, temporary and other data, calibration parameters, adjustments to compensate for sensor variations, and/or the state of the device. A display 16 can be provided in some embodiments and coupled to local processor 202. Alternatively, a different processor or other controller can control output to the display 16.

Sensor interface 208 may optionally be included in to convert sensor signals provided by sensors 214 to signals that can be interpreted by the processor 202. For example, sensor interface 208 can receive signals from a digital sensor 214 such as an encoder and convert the signals into a digital binary number. An analog to digital converter (ADC) can also be used. Alternately, processor 202 can perform these interface functions. Actuator interface 210 can be optionally connected between the actuator(s) 216 and processor 202 to convert signals from processor 202 into signals appropriate to drive the actuators. Actuator interface 210 can include power amplifiers, switches, digital to analog controllers (DACs), and other components. In alternate embodiments, actuator interface 210 circuitry can be provided within processor 202 or in the actuator(s). A power supply 212 of any of various types (including car battery or alternator, in an automobile) can be coupled to the actuator and/or actuator interface 210 to provide electrical power for the actuators.

The mechanical portion of the system can include some or all of the components needed for the allowed motions of the shift lever 12, some examples of which are described above. Sensors 214 sense the position, motion, and/or other characteristics of lever 12 in one or more degrees of freedom and provide signals to processor 202 (or other processor) including information representative of those characteristics. A sensor 214 can be provided for each degree of freedom along which lever 12 can be moved, or, a single compound
sensor can be used for multiple degrees of freedom. Examples of suitable sensors include
the sensors 62 of Fig. 3b, optical encoders, analog sensors such as potentiometers, Hall
effect magnetic sensors, optical sensors such as a lateral effect photo diodes, tachometers,
accelerometers, etc. Furthermore, either absolute or relative sensors may be used.

Actuators 216 transmit forces to lever 12 in one or more directions, typically in
rotary degrees of freedom in response to signals output by processor 202 or other electronic
logic or device, i.e., it is “electronically-controlled.” The actuators 216 produce
electronically modulated forces which means that processor 202 or other electronic device
controls the application of the forces. An actuator 216 can be provided for each degree of
freedom. Actuators 216 can be active actuators, such as a linear current control motor,
stepper motor, pneumatic/hydraulic active actuator, a torquer (motor with limited angular
range), magneto-rheological brakes, voice coil actuator, etc. Passive actuators can also be
used, including magnetic particle brakes, friction brakes, or pneumatic/hydraulic passive
actuators, and generate a damping resistance or friction in a degree of motion.
Embodiments using active and passive actuators are described in detail above.

Mechanism 218 is used to translate motion of lever 12 to a form that can be read by
sensors 214, and to transmit forces from actuators 216 to lever 12. Some examples of
mechanism 218 are described above. Also, a drive mechanism such as a belt drive, gear
drive, or capstan drive mechanism can be used to provide mechanical advantage to the
forces output by actuator 216 and/or to provide enhanced sensing resolution.

Other input devices 220 can be included to send input signals to processor 202. Such
input devices can include buttons or other controls used to supplement the input from the
panel to the controlled device. Also, dials, switches, voice recognition hardware (e.g. a
microphone, with software implemented by processor 202), or other input mechanisms can
also be included to provide input to processor 202 or to the actuators 216. A deadman
switch can be included on or near the lever 12 to cause forces to cease outputting when the
user is not contacting the lever as desired to prevent the lever from moving on its own when
the user is not touching it, e.g. contact of a user’s hand or digit (finger, thumb, etc.) with the
lever can be detected using optical, resistive, inductive, force/pressure, or other sensors,
pressure on the lever from the user can be detected using well known sensors, the user’s
hand weight on the lever can be detected, force on the lever can be measured using strain
gauges, etc.
One or more other processors 224 can be included in some embodiments to communicate with local processor 202. Processors 202 and 224 are preferably coupled together by a bi-directional bus 226. Additional electronic components may also be included for communicating via standard protocols on bus 226. These components can be included in the device or another connected device. Bus 226 can be of a variety of different communication busses. For example, a bi-directional serial or parallel bus, a wireless link, a network architecture (such as CATVbus), or a uni-directional bus can be provided between processors 224 and 202.

Other processor 224 can be a separate microprocessor (or other type of processor, as described above for processor 202) in a different device or system that coordinates operations or functions with the controlled device. For example, other processor 224 can control the actual shifting of gears of a vehicle, as described above. In some embodiments, another processor 224 can be provided in a separate control subsystem in a vehicle, where the other processor 224 controls systems such as the temperature system in the car, or the position of mechanical components (car mirrors, seats, the transmission shift points or positions, etc.), or a central display device that displays information from various systems. Or, the other processor 224 can be a host processor or centralized controller for many systems including the controlled haptic shifter device and processor 202. The two (or more) processors 202 and 224 can exchange information as needed to facilitate control of various systems, output event notifications to the user, etc. For example, if other processor 224 has determined or found out that the vehicle is malfunctioning in some manner, the other processor 224 can communicate this information to the local processor 202, which then can output a particular indicator on display 16 or other display (and/or a haptic sensation on the shift lever) to warn the user. Or, if the lever 12 is allowed different modes of shifting or control, the other processor 224 can control some or all of the different modes.

In other embodiments, other processor 224 can be a host processor, for example, that commands the local processor 202 to output force sensations by sending host commands to the local processor. The host processor can be a single processor or be provided in a computer such as a personal computer, workstation, video game console, portable computer or other computing or display device, set top box, etc. The host processor can include random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), input/output (I/O) circuitry, and other components of computers well-known to those
skilled in the art. The host processor can implement a host application program with which a user interacts using lever 12 and/or other controls and peripherals. The host application program can be responsive to signals from lever 12. In some embodiments, the host application program can output force feedback commands to the local processor 202 and to the lever 12. In a host processor embodiment or other similar embodiment, processor 202 can be provided with software instructions to wait for commands or requests from the host processor, parse/decode the command or request, and handle/control input and output signals according to the command or request.

For example, in one force feedback embodiment, host processor 224 can provide low-level force commands over bus 26, which local processor 202 directly transmits to the actuators. In a different force feedback local control embodiment, host processor 224 provides high level supervisory commands to processor 202 over bus 226, and processor 202 manages low level force control loops to sensors and actuators in accordance with the high level commands and independently of the host processor 224. In the local control embodiment, the processor 202 can independently process sensor signals to determine appropriate output actuator signals by following the instructions of a “force process” that may be stored in local memory 206 and includes calculation instructions, formulas, force magnitudes (force profiles), and/or other data. The force process can command distinct force sensations on the lever 12, such as damping, springs, barriers, detents, vibrations, textures, jolts, etc. Some examples of such operation of local processor in force feedback applications is described in greater detail in U.S. Patent 5,734,373.

In an alternate embodiment, no local processor 202 is included in the interface device, and a processor such as processor 224 controls and processes all signals to and from the components of the haptic shift device 10. Or, hardwired digital logic can perform any input/output functions to the shift device 10.

**Force Sensations**

A number of force sensations are now described which are suitable for use with the haptic shifter devices described herein.

Force effects output on the lever 12 can include springs, dampers, textures, vibrations, detents, jolts or pulses, textures, inertia, friction, obstructions (barriers), or dynamic force effects. Many of these effects are described in other applications, such as
applications no. 09/783,936 and U.S. Patent Nos. 5,734,373; 6,147,674; 6,154,201; and 6,128,006, all incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. The force sensations can be integrally implemented with the control functions performed by the lever 12. Some of the sensations (such as springs) can only be output using active actuators.

A basic force sensation is force detents that are output at particular predefined or regularly-spaced positions of the lever 12 to inform the user how much the lever has moved and/or to designate particular positions of the lever. The force detents can be simple jolt or bump forces output in commanded directions to indicate a detent’s position or mark a particular position of the lever, or the detents can include forces that attract the lever to the particular position and/or resist movement of the lever away from that position. Force feedback “snap-to” detents can also be provided, where a small force biases the knob to the detent position when it is just outside the position. Some types of detents are described in U.S. Patent Nos. 6,154,201 and 5,734,373.

Another type of force sensation that can be output on lever 12 is a spring force. The spring force can provide resistance to movement of the lever in either direction to simulate a physical spring between the lever and ground. This can be used, for example, to “snap back” the lever to its rest or center position after the user lets go of the lever. A damping force sensation can also be provided on lever 12 to slow down the motion of the lever based on the lever’s velocity. Small-magnitude spring forces can also be used for detents or other features.

A “hill” force effect can be used in some embodiments. The hill force effect acts as an increasingly resistive force until the “peak” of the hill is reached, after which point the force assists the user to continue to move away from the peak. Such an effect can be used between gear selections of the shift lever, for example. Some examples of hill effects are described in pending application No. 09/783,936.

A barrier force effect is meant to convey to the user that the lever has reached a limit to its motion and physically blocks the shift lever, either partially or totally, from moving to the positions “behind” the barrier. One way to implement a barrier effect is to provide a simple spring force having a high magnitude or “stiffness.” A spring of the prior art is typically modeled using a relationship such as $F = kx$, where the resistive force output is linearly proportional to the distance that the knob is moved into the spring. Barriers having linear, exponential, or other types of profiles can be used; some barrier effects are described
in copending U.S. application no. 09/783,936, filed 2/14/01. Other types of barrier effects can also be implemented.

Other force sensations can be output to inform the user of ends of travel for the lever 12. For example, a jolt force can be output that is stronger in magnitude than normal detents, which informs the user that the end of a value range or other range has been reached or will soon be reached.

Any of these force sensations can be combined to provide multiple simultaneous force effects.

While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, there are alterations, modifications, and permutations thereof which fall within the scope of this invention. It should also be noted that the embodiments described above can be combined in various ways in a particular implementation or embodiment. Furthermore, certain terminology has been used for the purposes of descriptive clarity, and not to limit the present invention. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims include such alterations, modifications, and permutations as fall within the tide spirit and scope of the present invention.
CLAIMS

1. A device comprising:
   a manipulandum moveable in at least one degree of freedom;
   at least one sensor operable to detect a position of said manipulandum in said at least
   one degree of freedom; and
   output said position to cause a transmission ratio of a vehicle to be changed based on
   said position of said manipulandum; and
   at least one actuator operable to output a force on said manipulandum.

2. A device as recited in claim 1, further comprising a processor operable to receive said
   position data from said at least one sensor and output data operable to cause said transmission
   ratio to be changed.

3. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said vehicle comprises an automobile.

4. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said vehicle comprises a virtual vehicle
   implemented by a computer.

5. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said manipulandum comprises a shift lever.

6. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said manipulandum is moveable within a
   pattern having boundaries and is blocked from areas outside the boundaries of said pattern.

7. A device as recited in claim 6, wherein said pattern includes at least one channel for
   said manipulandum allowing non-Cartesian movement of said manipulandum relative to a
   Cartesian orientation of said pattern.

8. A device as recited in claim 8, wherein said manipulandum is blocked from said
   outside areas by a barrier force output by said at least one actuator.

9. A device as recited in claim 8, wherein one of said at least one actuator is an active
   actuator operable to output active forces on said manipulandum.
10. A device as recited in claim 8, wherein one of said at least one actuator is a resistive actuator operable to provide resistance forces on said manipandum.

11. A device as recited in claim 6, further comprising a mechanical gate implementing at least a portion of said pattern, wherein said manipandum is blocked from at least some of said outside areas by said mechanical gate.

12. A device as recited in claim 11, wherein said mechanical gate is operable to provide two different patterns, one of said patterns being a manual transmission pattern having at least two vertical channels joined by a horizontal channel, and another of said patterns being an automatic transmission pattern having a single vertical channel.

13. A device as recited in claim 12, wherein said mechanical gate comprises a variable mechanical gate having at least one mechanically moving component that is operable to provide mechanical barriers for said manipandum in multiple degrees of freedom.

14. A device as recited in claim 13, wherein said at least one mechanically moving component includes a plurality of gate fingers operable to block a horizontal channel in said pattern.

15. A device as recited in claim 14, wherein said at least one mechanically moving component includes a gate component movable linearly to block a channel in said pattern.

16. A device as recited in claim 15, wherein said at least one mechanically moving component includes a gate component moveable rotationally to block a channel in said pattern.

17. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said at least one actuator includes two actuators, and wherein one of said actuators is a resistive actuator operable to provide resistance forces on said manipandum and the other of said actuators is an active actuator operable to output active forces on said manipandum.
18. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said at least one actuator includes two actuators, and wherein both of said actuators are active actuators operable to output active forces on said manipulandum.

19. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said at least one actuator includes two actuators, and wherein both of said actuators are resistive actuators operable to provide resistance forces on said manipulandum.

20. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said at least one actuator includes at least one combination of an active actuator portion and a resistive actuator portion for a particular degree of freedom of said manipulandum.

21. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said output force is operable to produce a haptic effect on said manipulandum.

22. A device as recited in claim 22, wherein said haptic effect includes at least one of a detent and a hill.

24. A device as recited in claim 1, further comprising a manipulandum processor in communication with a second processor, said second processor coordinating additional functions of said vehicle.

25. A device as recited in claim 1, wherein said manipulandum is movable in two rotary degrees of freedom and wherein said manipulandum is coupled to a five-member closed-loop gimbal mechanism.

26. A device as recited in claim 1, further comprising a manipulandum mode selector for selecting at least one of a plurality of shifting modes.
27. A device as recited in claim 26, wherein said plurality of shifting modes includes at least one of an automatic mode, a manual mode, and a sequential mode.

28. A device as recited in claim 26, wherein at least two of said shifting modes provide different physical characteristics for said manipulandum.

29. A device as recited in claim 28, wherein said different physical characteristics include a different range of motion of said manipulandum in at least two different modes.

30. A device as recited in claim 29, wherein said different physical characteristics include different force sensations output in at least two different modes.

31. A method comprising:
   detecting a position of a manipulandum in at least one degree of freedom;
   outputting data operable to cause a transmission ratio of a vehicle to be changed based on said position of said manipulandum; and
   outputting a force on said manipulandum using at least one actuator.

33. A method as recited in claim 32, wherein said manipulandum is moveable within a pattern and is blocked from areas outside the boundaries of said pattern.

34. A method as recited in claim 33, wherein said manipulandum is blocked from said outside areas by a barrier force output by said at least one actuator.

35. A method as recited in claim 34, wherein said force output on said manipulandum comprises an active force and said at least one actuator comprises an active actuator.

36. A method as recited in claim 34, wherein said force output on said manipulandum comprises a resistance force and said at least one actuator comprises a resistive actuator.
37. A method as recited in claim 34, wherein said force output on said manipulandum includes a resistance to provide said barrier force and an active force to provide haptic sensations.

38. A method as recited in claim 32, further comprising blocking said movement of said manipulandum into said areas outside said boundaries of said pattern using a mechanical gate implementing said pattern.

39. A method as recited in claim 38, wherein said mechanical gate is operable to provide two different patterns, one of said patterns being a manual transmission pattern having at least two vertical channels joined by a horizontal channel, and another of said patterns being an automatic transmission pattern having a single vertical channel.

40. A method as recited in claim 39, further comprising mechanically moving a component of said mechanical gate when changing modes of said manipulandum.
FIG. 7